Sci-Fi

Science Fiction: The 101 Best Novels by Damien Broderick (823 BRO)
Snakeskins by Tim Major (FIC MAJOR, T.)
Y: The Last Man by Brian Vaughan (GN VAUGHAN, B.)
The Chaos Function by Jack Skillingstead (FIC SKILLINGSTEAD, J.)
Exhalation by Ted Chiang (FIC CHIANG, T.)

Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card (Fic Card, O.)
Brave New World by Aldous Huxley (FIC HUXLEY, A.)
Neuromancer by William Gibson (FIC GIBSON, W.)
Stranger in a Strange Land by Robert Heinlein (PB HEINLEIN, R.)
The Time Machine; The Invisible Man; The War of the Worlds by H.G. Wells (Fic Wells, H.)

Strange Stars: David Bowie, Pop Music, and the Decade Sci-Fi Exploded by Jason Heller (781.66 HEL)
The Obseletes by Simeon Mills (FIC MILLS, S.)
The Luminous Dead by Caitlin Starling (FIC STARLING, C.)
A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World by Charlie Fletcher (FIC FLETCHER, C.)
The Record Keeper by Agnes Gomillion (FIC GOMILLION, A.)